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It all started  as a simple player for player swap 
between SuperBlues Lily Hursthouse and 
Egloshayle Park defender Gary Burtenshaw 
but ended in a cloud of contraversy with 
managers patience and emotions at boiling 
point.

The League Supreme, being one of the most 
passionate leagues in xpert11 is no stranger to 
the odd explosion of emotions here and there, 
it was only at the end of last season when 
Temple Town and Rising Deck were asked to 
‘cool it’ but no-one could have predicted the 
outburst of emotion that followed in week 2.

5

Transfer 
Scandal
WORLD EXCLUSIVE: We have ALL the evidence and 
views from most of the managers on the transfer-saga that 
threatened to bring down the greatest league in Xpert 11 !!!

Irish Raiders Are
Now Making

Headlines WIth The
Big Boys. Its 4

Out of 4

Full Story On Pages 2,3,4 . . .

theleaguesupreme
Sexual Ealings
Amazing Cup
Comeback

Down
By The

Trent Maintain Their
100% Start In Division One

The League Supreme Admin is mobbed my angry paparrazi 
demanding an explantion into Wednesdays trasnfer scandal

Season Five was only a week old before the LS boiled over as managers passions were provoked to an all time high !!
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The deal, as you will see, was a complicated 
deal involving many steps. Step one was 
made public without the Admin stating there 
would further steps and this sparked a heated 
reaction which was, as follows.

Wednesday 11th November

Step One of the transfer deal between 
Egloshayle Park FC and Super Blues 

take place. Lily Hursthouse, a talented young 
midfielder signs for Park for £300,000. The 
spark that ignited the dynamite

Thursday 12th November

Transfer Probe...
Direct Transfers

Irish Raiders manager Alan Garrihy is 
furious at the transfer of a 19 year old 

skill 5 midfielder with Free Kick abilities from 
Super Blues to Eggshell Park for a meer 300 
econ.

“I am furious at the value of the transfer, 
these players can fetch between 1,000,000 to 
3,000,000 on the transfer market. This is why 
direct transfers should not be alowd. You work 
hard as a manager every day trying to get the 
best out of your squad while this is going on in 
the backround.

All I can hope is that this player was on the 
transfer market and that this was not what it 
seems”

Egg shell and 
Super Blues 
Cheating

I couldn’t agree more with my Irish 
manager, there is a disgusting smell 

about this transfer, take a look at the transfer 
market now! Minimum value is 1million. This 
ain’t the game. Egg shell upto dirty tricks. 
Surely reportable to League Higher Admin?

Pipe Down Raider
Transfers are not yet complete Irish, 
yes he was on transfer market, no one 

wanted him or any other players I want to 
kick out. I need to get a stronger defender in 
my squad so I am buying one of Egoshayles 
players as a swap making the deal equal.

Update
Super Blues will be deleted shortly, I’ve 
resigned. All a bit too serious for me, 

thought it was a game?

I leave league admin to clarify as I checked 
with them first. If any wrong doing I’ll ask for 
the player back.

Pipe Down!!
A player is only worth what anybody is 
willing to pay. If he cannot be sold on 

the open market, then I believe a manager 
has every right to sell a player for whatever he 
can get, even if it is a direct transfer. 

Maybe, to make things fair, the availability of 
the player should have been made clear to 
the whole league. That way, nobody can claim 
favouritism amongst teams. But let’s face it, 
Liverpool would never sell Gerrard to Chelsea 
or Man Utd as they are close rivals. If they 
did, more fool them!! This may yet backfire on 
either or both teams involved.

Either way, let’s remember it is only a bit of fun 
and I need the Blues to stay playing so I can 
claim another 3 points later in the season!!

Game
There’s me thinking it was all a game 
that Egg Shell just has to win? 

Lighten up guilty parties!

Temple Town
I second the words of temple town 
manager “Lighten up guilty parties” Its 

all part of the banter and fun of the league and 

Press releasing. Yes it is all 
about having a bit of fun but 
we all try to get one over 
each other here and there 
over the season.

I have spotted something that looked suspect 
and therefore I voiced “MY OPINION”. It is 
up to everybody else to make their minds up. 
I am not here to make enemies as it is all a 
game at the end of the day.

I could go on but I think it will just make things 
worse when I am only having my say. Maybe 
I should just not make any press releases 
anymore.

If I have offended either manager “I am sorry” 
but think you both have taken this the wrong 
way..........or maybe that is a sign of guilt! LOL 
(Just to show the humour!)

To All Managers
The Email pictured on the next page . . .

Transfers 
between Park and 
Superblues
All

I hope this mornings early confusion 
has been cleared up, if anyone wants 

further clarification please email me and I 
will gladly clear up any confusion. I am not 
against opinion and think we have one of the 
best leagues for press releases, let the banter 
continue, I dont want to lose that. Im happy to 
take flak for being a manager and on behalf of 
Egloshayle Park, I am not, however, a corrupt 
League Admin, and would never abuse that 
position.

One clause in the transfer swap of Park 
defender Burtenshaw, with Blues midfielder 
Hursthouse, was that another (already 
transfer-listed) defender Bridge was to stay 
at the Park (for defensive cover) for that to 
happen Blues had to ‘directly’ buy him from 
Park to be ‘directly’ sold back for the same 
monetary value. No profits would be made by 
either club. The final part of the deal can then 
go ahead with the transfer of Burtenshaw to 
SuperBlues for the same value Park paid for 
Hursthouse.

Any objections please email me. I spent a 
long time in the Xpert11 forums, with Xpert11 

The Transfer Gate Scandal That Rocked The LS

“I am furious at the 
value of the transfer”

“Lighten up guilty 
parties”

“I’ve resigned”

“there is a disgusting 
smell about this transfer”
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The Transfer Gate Scandal That Rocked The LS

chiefs ensuring nothing untoward was taking 
place.

I hope this lays the confusion to rest and we 
can all get on with the football !

Super....Dodgy
With no blame whatsoever intended to 
be cast toward Super Blues Manager, 

Tractor Boy, outspoken DUAO Manager 
Wookie wish to wade in, with his own pair of 
size 12’s, to the “transfer gate” controversy . 

“The League Admin should not think that 
he has no reason to explain his actions. As 
league admin he walks a difficult path of being 
a successful Manager (gee’s that hurt) and 
being a fair and dedicated leader (that really 
hurts!) and to his credit in the 4 season’s I 
have been here he’s done that admirably (Ahh 
ffs I should just suck his cock, the shame of 
being so nice to him wouldn’t be as painful). 
However, and on this occasion it’s a big 

however, regardless of what advice he’s got 
from the cock slapping I’m a league admin 
forum, because of his position of authority, 
he should have spelt out his deal here for all 
to see prior to making such a transaction. As 
there is no one to oversee his transactions, 
he must accept that we as a group would 
obviously respond with some dubiousness to 
a player going for a song.

If anything good comes out of this distasteful 
affair, I hope the League Admin has learnt that 
communication is king in the court of the blind.

Now lets play some football!

Fair Point 
. . . Well 
Made 
DUAO
Now keep sucking . . . 

Seriously, I would also like to point out 
that FC Wazzy has a fair point, the 

price for a player is for the two clubs involved 
to decide, no-one else, although I do have 
a god-like existence, I will never play god in 
this league and far be it from me to stand in 
judgement on what I (and only I) consider an 
acceptable offer for a player. If 2 clubs agree 
then I (nor anyone else) should stand in their 
way. 

The only time I would decline a direct transfer 
is if team ‘A’ (with nothing to play for) sold 
many of its top players to team ‘B’ (who were 
fighting for promotion/relegation/cup final) for 
peanuts in the agreement they would be sold 
back after that important game (or if team ‘A’ 
offloaded its star players to a ‘mate’).

I guess its a debate we will all have an opinion 
about. We broke no laws and it was a ‘private’ 
agreement.

New Signing 
Saves The Day

Now onto the matter of the ‘transfer 
gate’. I think that if the deal was done 

for 2m econ + (which is about market value) it 
would have gone through basically unnoticed. 
But I do think that Eglo got a better deal, as I 
would rather have a 5 skill 19y than a 35 yo 
7 skill & with 4 other free kick specialist in his 
team I am wondering why he would need such 
a player. But that is just my opinion.

Tomorrow is 
another day

After creating the biggest talking point 
in the league to date we caught up with 

Alan Garrihy this evening.

“Look its old news now and at the time I 
was right to question the transfer as would 
anybody else after seeing it. We have now 
had our explanation and I think the admin 
should be glad of the publicity and reaction 

To All LS Managers,

Thursday 12th November 2009

I have NOT been able to log in to Xpert11 today but I understand there is some concern 
and mis-understanding with the recent transfer of Lily Hursthouse from SuperBlues to 
Egloshayle. 

BEFORE any of you write anything else publically on the press board (which you may later 
regret !!!) I will write an explanation when I get home tonight.

I am slightly irritated this has seemed to got out of hand but this transfer was step one 
in a complicated deal. Put simply Egloshayle and SuperBlues have agreed to swap 2 
players. SuperBlues have offered a promising young midfielder (Hursthouse), for a more 
experienced better but older defender of mine (Burtenshaw). As we can not do direct 
swaps of players in Xpert11 the ball HAD to start rolling with the transfer of one to another. 
The deal will be complete later today when my defender goes to the SuperBlues for the 
SAME amount, therefore completing a ‘Direct Swap’ of players. The amount is immaterial. 
As League Admin I would never abuse my position and would never stand in the way of 
a direct agreement between ANY 2 teams in this league. If anyone feels I am abusing my 
position please email me in person.

This league is held in high regard around various other leagues with many wishing to join. I 
will not have this league tarnished by the views of a few ill-informed participants. As I said, 
I will read todays press-releases tonight and respond accordingly, in the meantime I would 
appreciate if you kept your opinions to yourselves on this matter until after tonight.

I should not have to ‘justify’ or explain an agreement between Park and SuperBlues but for 
the good and harmony of the league I will. This is meant to be a ‘light-hearted’ league with 
ADULTS having a bit of fun !!!

League Admin

“I will not have this 
league tarnished by 
the views of a few ill-
informed participants”
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The Transfer Gate Scandal That Rocked The LS

it has caused and will surely help with the 
league ranking and of course lead to a special 
edition of the weekly magazine next week”

I must admit that it is a hard job to run a 
league of this quality and none of this was 
meant to take away from your character or 
reputation as I think you are doing a great job 
with the league and the magazine.....You may 
end up overboard next year though when we 
meet for our anual trip down the Thames.

Transfer GAFF !! 
Happy Now ????

Following on from the huge ‘Transfer-
Gate’ scandal it is Egloshayle boss 

Mitchell who has come worse off.

“Part of the swap deal to SuperBlues was 
dependant on us keeping Wayne Bridge at the 
club. He was originally transfer listed with the 
deadline being midnight last night. SuperBlues 
stepped in, bought him (cancelling all previous 
bids) and I then bought him back and offered 
him a new contract” said an angry Mitchell.

“BUT, in getting him back our lawyer has 
f**ked up the paperwork, and he has now 
been sold in an original standing bid from an 
external team !!! In Hindsight I should have 
let SuperBlues keep him until AFTER the 
orginal transfer deadline had passed. We are 
now seriously short at the back which, I am 
sure will delight some managers, especially 
the ones who cant wait for our demise 
and downfall and who cry ‘foul play’ at any 
transaction this club performs. So, god help 
any manager who whinges and cries ‘cheat 
and fixing’ because this club has been dealt 
an awful blow, and its own fault by overlooking 
an obvious flaw in the system” said Mitchell.

The clubs transfer lawyer has subsequently 
been sacked and left with the Chairmans 
departing comment to him, simply calling him 
a “useless cu*t!”

Attack Of The 
Clones !

Since the transfer fiasco (yes he’s still 
bitter about it) Park boss Mitchell has 

written to a more powerful law (Xpert bosses 
on the forum) for an explanation which has left 
Park with real league concerns, his side have 
lost TWO top defenders in TWO days which 
have left Park with bare bones at the back. 
The reply from FIFA was . . 

“What happens when a player on the transfer 
market is sold by direct transfer is that the 
bidding on the players continues. The team 
that wins the bid gets a “clone” of the player. 
In this case, since the player was on your 
team at the deadline, the clone was never 
created, as the player was available to be 
transfered. If you had waited until after the 

original transfer deadline to buy him back, 
then you would have kept the player.”

HHHhhmmmmm, all this talk of ‘clones’ 
makes me wonder if this Xpert11 league is 
actually a fictional, internet program and NOT 
real football with real players !! I hope this isnt 
the case.

Conmused and 
Befused

McFletch was both bemused and 
confused by the so called transfer 

gate saga, McFletch stated. ‘I haven’t had 
time to read all the press releases. I have 
enough difficulty securing players through the 
conventional means without getting involved 
in all this direct transfer nonsense. My main 
concern is getting a win in this League. It’s 
been a long while and the confidence of 
the players is shot. Has Super Blues been 
in touch to say he’s staying with us?’ said a 
clearly confused and bemused McFletch.

Good game, good 
game!!

TB has decided to carry on as manager 
of Super Blues and put the recent 

transfer saga down to the many passionate 
managers in the league. TB stated ‘I hope its 
clear for all to see that no dodgy business was 
being undertaken’. As Raiders has said it is 
all part of the game. TB has advised that the 
toys are back in the pram. That said, he is a 
Leo and I don’t like losing - two defeats so far 
so expect the toys to fly again in the not too 
distant future.

Soccer WAG - 
Charlotte Mears 
(Jermaine Defoe)

“god help any 
manager who whinges 
and cries ‘cheat ‘”
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LS Premiership reports and reaction

Irish Raiders  1
The Dark Destroyers 0

Possession: 49 - 51 (58-42) 
Chances: 1 - 4 (1-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Simon Francis  Ka Ka

Wesley Sellers proved to be the match winner 
at the Emerald Isle which maintaned the Irish 
Raiders 100% start to life in the Premiership.

Both teams were full of hope and confidence 
following opening day victories and it was the 
visitors that just edged the first half but found 
themselves a goal down. After good work from 
Eugene Stamford he managed to put through 
Sellers for a 26th minute opener.

This proved to be the eventual match winner 
for Alan Garrihys side as emotions spilled over 
toward the end with the visiting Dick Dastardy 
getting his marching orders for a second 
bookable offence in the 89th minute.

Raiders are now the only side in the 
premiership to win both their opening games.

“Repeat Defeat” for 
Destroyers

The Destroyers suffered a second 
successive 1-0 defeat at early-season 

pace-setters Irish Raiders but Chieftan 
refused to get too despondant. “We put in 
a better performance today creating four 
chances to their one but couldn’t put the 
ball away. Against a team that will surprise 
a lot this year we are not too disappointed. 
Hopefully we can finally get the better of them 
when we meet - again - in the Cup second-leg 
on Sunday. If so we will have to do it without 
our star striker Dick Dastardly (sent off for two 
handball offences in todays game)

Wookie Hole 
Stalemate

The Rising Deck  0 
Down Under And Out 1

Possession: 55 - 45 (57-43) 
Chances: 5 - 5 (3-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Robert Houdin  Olívio Bonilha

The Rising Deck are a side that is seemingly 
lacking in firepower as they edged possession 
for the second match in a row, creating many 
chances, but coming off second best.

Down Under And Out had one chance in the 
first half, which they lethally put away. Just 7 
minutes had passed when Andy Blackmoor 

crossed for goal-machine Ben Windsor to 
head home.

In a second half littered with bookings neither 
side could find the net which suited DUAO as 
they stay unbeaten this season, while Deck 
have had their worst ever start to a league 
campaign.

Rising ‘Decked’ !!! & 
Another Free Poem

Rising Deck Player/Manager/Bottom 
of the League but Top of The Cock 
Charts ‘Ian Mitchell’ could not hide his 

disappointment as his side slumped to their 
worst start to a campaign in their history.
“My pre match team talk was deeply affected 

by bad memories of Multi Coloured Swap 
Shop being brought up and stirred which i had 
hoped was forgotten and buried in the remote 
depths of my mind.
Unfortunately Wookie and his DUAO team 
took full advantage of this and have inflicted 
an extremely damaging defeat on us, 
thoroughly deserved by his attacking attitude.
We must pick ourselves up now in time for the 
2nd leg cup visit to Temple Town “

This weeks poem/ditty (or whatever the fuck 
you want to call it) is from Harper Collins 
‘100 favourite poems your child should learn’ 
which is available for £3.99 from all good 
bookshops, a good choice for a Xmas pressie 
for your loving kin !
‘Cash for Biased Cuntism’ by Richie (Filthy 
Rich) Richardson

League Supreme, please join it’s free !
So why then charge for VIP ?
What next ,a BIGGER VIP ?
That’ll cost more pounds, not 50p.
Just to get more favourtism, 
WELL NOT FROM ME, SO SUCK MY JISM !!!

Wesley was le winner

“My pre match team 
talk was deeply 
affected by bad 
memories of Multi 
Coloured Swap Shop”

Irish Raiders number 9 Kit Munroe battles with Dark 
Destroyers number 20 Harold Shipman (yes you can check)
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LS Premiership reports and reaction

DUAO Answer Critics with 
an Away Win

With Both DUAO and the Deck running 
into trouble towards the end of last 

season and showing signs they may struggle 
to stay up this time round, the 3 points picked 
up by DUAO could prove vital come the 
close of the season. DUAO took a chance by 
playing an unorthodox formation, but Wookie’s 
tactics were spot on and gave DUAO a slight 
edge in a fairly even encounter. 

Although DUAO were lucky enough to grab all 
3 points in the 1-0 encounter, the game raised 
many questions about both sides striking 
capabilities. 

We caught up with DUAO Manager after 
a training session at Wookie hole for his 
thoughts.

“Not the best of starts for us this season, so 
I’m glad we’ve dug in for our first league win to 
ease the pressure a bit. I feel it’s the fans that 
lost out, as the referee tried to ruin an open 
free flowing game. We picked up 5 cards in 
that encounter and this will surely come back 
to haunt us as the season progresses. With 
the Board still refusing to release money for 
me to strengthen the squad, I’m really going to 
have my work cut out to survive this season.”

Premiership 
Champions Won 
Division One 
Champions Didnt

Red Machine FC  2
Temple Town  1

Possession: 50 - 50 (47-53) 
Chances: 6 - 5 (2-0) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Geoffrey Finch  Hank Whitbread

The current champions put their opening 
day defeat behind them, beating the other 
promoted side 2-1.

It was Temple Town who edged the first hald 
possession with Red Machine creating the 
better chances although neither side could 
open the scoring.

Just 2 minutes had passed in the second half 
when Razif Hanip crossed for Acacio Coutinho 

to put the defending champions into the lead. 
Countinho then turned provider 25 minutes 
later when he crossed for Geoffry Finch to 
head home Machines second to put them on 
the road to victory. There was a glimmer of 
hope for Town to claim a second big name 
scalp in as many weeks when Ferdinand 
Tepper scored direct from a free-kick in the 
92nd minute but it was too little too late for the 
visitors.

Defeat away at League 
winners

TT walked away heads held high as they gave 
the last year’s winners a close game, just 
going down 2 v 1. 
Glad to see RD is back, not sure about the 
poetry though, stay with the day job. 
Now we have to pull ourselves together for the 
Rising Deck, but we are at home and home 
we were unbeaten last year.

Deadly Dead Ball 
Diddy

Egloshayle Park FC 2
The Perrymen  0

Possession: 63 - 37 (61-39) 
Chances: 4 - 1 (1-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Neil Richards  Patrício Salvador

Diddy Hamilton came once again to Parks 
rescue as Park get off the mark and sets 
relegation fears for their visitors.

After losing on the opening day it was 
important Egloshayle got back on track as 
soon as possible. Just 20 minutes had passed 
when dead-ball specialist Diddy Hamilton 
found his range dircet from a freekick.

After dominating proceedings Park found it 
difficult to create chances but after a period of 
the match once again littered with bookings 
by an over-fussy ref it was Diddy who set-up 
a thunderbolt from Kingsley Rickard to ensure 
Fletchs men left pointless and Park got off the 
mark with their first win of the season.

Park Boss Glad To Be Back 
To Business

Egloshayle boss Mitchell emerged from his 
rollercoaster day and breathed a sigh of relief 
at the conclusion of transfer debarcle and, 
more importantly, 3 points.

“Todays been a struggle 
for the club and not least 
the young 19 year old 
Hursthouse. I feel sorry for the lad and he 
was visibly shaken regarding the furore that 
surrounded his transfer. I did not put him in 
todays squad because of this” said Mitchell.

“This tight squad will not be put-off by the 
jealousy of other managers and the way the 
lads responded was admirable. They put out a 
strong professional performance against The 
Perrymen and hopefully this anger directed 
towards us can fuel this club and kickstart our 
season.” said Mitchell  

“This tight squad 
will not be put-off by 
the jealousy of other 
managers”
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Down By The Trent 2
Hell Hounds  1

Possession: 54 - 46 (53-47) 
Chances: 4 - 5 (1-3) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Mikey Grainger  Bill Westcroft 

After finishing bottom of the entire league last 
season Down By The Trent top Division One 
and along with Irish Raiders and Westcountry 
Wanderers have maintaned a 100% record in 
week 2.

Hell Hounds had the better of the first half 
chances but it was the home side who broke 

the deadlock. Mikey Grainger set-up Derrick 
Sawyer who made it 2 goals in 2 games for 
Trent as his long range effort found the target 
after half an hours play.

Grainger turned provider once more 3 minutes 
into the second half when his cross found 
Ronnie Bergman to head home a 2-0 lead for 
Trent. Hounds continued to create chances 
and were rewarded but it was too late to make 
an impact. Bobby Ashton put Bill Westcroft 
through to grab a consolation 3 minutes into 
injury time.

“Job Done”

was DBTT’s manager Phil Jory’s reaction to 
their victory over HH at the City Ground today. 
The middle of three encounters between the 
sides in a week Jory added “this is the one we 
wanted and, while we will go for it in the cup, 
success is less of a priority. We shall however 

NOT GET CARRIED 
AWAY, and will only view 
the league positions after 
Christmas.” Referring to the 
transfergate scandal Jory opined “am I the 
only sad cunt who has a ‘fictitous job’ earning 
‘fictitous money called sterling’ and do not 
have time to be courting the press all day?”

“Not Get Carried Away”...
...............
..............bollocks!! - In true Magic Mitch stylee

The rain is pouring
The Trent is swollen
And so is my cock
Cos we’re top of the league

Two For Tete And 
Five For Essex

Essex Wanderers 5
FC Wazzy  0

Possession: 51 - 49 (57-43) 
Chances: 7 - 5 (6-2) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Jasper Tete  Terrence Crooks

Will the real Essex Wanderers please stand 
up. To say that Essex are the Jekyll and 
Hyde of the league is like saying Ron Jeremy 
enjoys sex. I do not envy any side who has 
to play them, unpredictability is their greatest 
weapon.

Wazzy who have made no secret of their 
desire to return to top flight football were 
behind in the 13th minute, Otis Hoytes corner 
was headed in by Harols Sully. Twelve 
minutes later and the home side were 2-0 up. 
Jasper Tetes long range effort leaving Wazzy 
keeper stranded. With Wazzy trying to get 
back into the game it was virtually over in a 
leathal 2-minute spell just after the half hour 
mark. Brent Mangers corner was headed 
home by Harold Sully (his second of the 
season) and 2 minutes later Tetes freekick 
was converted home by Rowan O’Neill to put 
Essex in 4-0 up at the break.

No-one comes back from 4-0 down to grab 
a draw let alone a victory and you could 
almost sense the acceptance of defeat from 
the visitors. Their misery was complete just 
6 minutes from time when Tete grabbed his 
second of the season, and Essex’s 5th to 
make it 5-0 and complete a miserable day for 
Paul Warren.

LS Division 1 reports and reaction

Sawyer Makes 
It Two In Two

“this is the one we 
wanted”

Trent goalscorer Ronnie Bergmann celebrates 
Trents second and winner at home to Hell Hounds
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LS Division 1 reports and reaction

Wanderers Manage 
Press Release 

Westcountry Wanderers 1
Super Blues  0

Possession: 57 - 43 (52-48) 
Chances: 2 - 1 (0-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
James Hitman Heywood  Lester Tabbart

Not only have Wanderers managed a 
100% start life in Division One but they also 
managed to write a press release.

In an extremely tight match with very little 
chances it was the experience of Westcountry 
which arguably won the game. Fresh from 
their opening day victory and cup win over 
Park Wanderers had to wait until a quarter of 
an hour from the end to maintain their winning 
start.

Marvin Acreman put James Hitman Heywood 
through after 76 minutes to grab the all 
important goal with the transfer scandal clearly 
playing on Super Blues mind.

Super What?

Super what? Super Shit were the 
shouts around at The Cove this 

afternoon after the Wanderers dominated the 
game against the Super Blues.

Tractorboy must be thinking what can he do to 
drag his boys out of the quagmire? A few visits 
to the training ground instead of McDonalds 
maybe!!!!

 Jimmy Mar’back 
From The Dead 

Wellington Wanderers 2
Sexual Ealing FC  2

Possession: 49 - 51 (48-52) 
Chances: 3 - 3 (1-1) 
Home - Man Of The Match - Away 
Collin Murray  Angus Young

Wellington Wanderers let a 2-0 lead slip 
through their fingertips as Sexual ealing show 
signs of beginning to gel.
Antonio Turchetti crossed for Colin Murray 
to head home Wellingtons opener after 14 
minutes. A lead which Wanderers managed to 
hold on to until half-time in an even contest.

There was little indication of the flurry of 
excitement that occured in theclosing stages.. 
Ruben Benavent crossed for Les Yallop to 
give, what Wanderers thought must have been 
the match winner, making it 2-0 but Ealing 
struck straight back with Roger Gidiof heading 
in an Angus Young corner a minute later.
Ealings comeback was complete deep into 
injury time. Jarred Ackroyd bussled through 

a busy Wanderers midfield 
and Jimmy Marback 
pounced on the loose ball 
to fire his long range effort past the Wellngton 
keeper to give the leagues newest manager 
his first LS points.

Last minute Disappointment!

Eggmofo was looking forward to his 
team claiming their first win in the 
league only for Sexual Ealing to strike 

back late in the game. With the Wanderers 
being 2-0 with 80 minutes on the clock, Ealing 
bit back straight away and then drove a dagger 
in the Wellington’s hearts with a last minute 
equaliser.

New Signing Saves The Day

Sexual Ealing new signing Jimmy 
Marbach saved his team from a third 
straight defeat with a last gasp belter 

from 35 yards, which is must be an early shout 
for goal of the season. We showed a lot of 
character in pegging back the 2 goals with 
only 10 minutes remaining. Now that most of 
the transfer dealings done for the season, it 
will now be a matter of getting everybody used 
to playing with each other, which will take time.

“We showed a lot of 
character in pegging 
back the 2 goals”

Comedy Corner
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In The Press This Week

New Manager 
Already Under The 
Cosh

Sexual Ealing new manager 
has already been pulled into 
the chairman’s office for a 
bollocking over some of his 
transfer dealings. There was the 

most concern over not picking up a back up 
free kick taker & the 4m he paid for a 30y.o. 
defender. Aotearoa released the following 
statement. ‘Well yes with Abdul-Shakur I 
stuffed up, I came home drunk & bid on him 
when I shouldn’t have. I thought he was a free 
kick taker & it turned out that he wasn’t (even 
after evaluating him). And with Sullivan, he 
was supposed to be a 7 skiller & turned out to 
be 6. Well these things happen especially with 
all the dealings I have had recently. I just hope 
the other signings I brought in stand up & be 
counted for.’ I bet that Hell Hounds must be 
getting similar treatment for the 10m signing of 
a fairly average 20 y.o. midfielder.

But apart from that, this season is all about the 
end of season change report. With some good 
trainers & some young kids, the signs are 
good this squad will improve. I’m not thinking 
about promotion for the next 2 years at least 
& if I somehow manage to get past the next 
round of the cup it will be a great result.

Wazzy Saga 
Continues

Super Blues manager TB was 
still upbeat following a poor 
opening performance against FC 
Wazzy and then a draw in the 

first leg of the Cup. The end of season bust 
up was always going to mean a fiery game 
but TB admitted the Blues never showed up. 
‘Wazzy has caught us at the right time, we 
didn’t manage to sign Abbe Roth in time for 
the games so were still short up front. We 
know our main problem has been finding the 
net last season and we are keen to change 
that in this campaign. That said, after the very 
late announcement for the Cup last weekend, 
we had to line up defensive to give ourselves 
a chance in the second leg. Temple has said 
it all about the cup so I won’t bother. We got 
a draw and I’ll take that . The next cup game 
and return league fixture may be very different 
story as we hope to strengthen the defence 
shortly aswell’. Top striker Pablo Counago is 

picking up form and TB hopes the partnership 
with Abbe Roth will see teh goals flying in.

Cup draw
Young striker Rio Daltrey was 
pleased with his performance 
against Red Machine as he scored 
the equaliser, but will a 2-2 draw be 

good enough to take the Perry Men through 
to the next round of the cup. ‘We gave them 
a good game. We haven’t had much luck 
against the Machine and if this was the league 
we’d have been happy with the point. We’ll 
go out against them and give it our best but 
our cup history doesn’t look too good and with 
everyone predicting a close league we have 
to concentrate on the next game against the 
Egloshayle Park FC’

Cheggars plays 
Cock !

The poetry is Cheggars fault 
as his dodgy and bloody 
underhanded dealings in ripping 
off an innocent young fledgling of 

his beloved Pinky & Perky Album 30 years ago 
has led me to have an alcohol problem leading 
to moments of arty enlightenment.
On the otherhand it has led Cheggars (the 
Red and White striped Wooly jumpered, mullet 
haired, bell bottomed prick) to have alcohol 
problems of his own due to huge moments of 
guilt of the dodgy transaction that has haunted 
him ever since.

I’m still waiting for an apology Mr.K. Chegwin !

Talking of Swap Shops does anyone have a 7 
Skill rated forward to swap with me ?
I’m offering 6 naked photos of Craigs girlfriend 
in exchange

MM
;)

2 long press releases 2 hours after a defeat, 
will this get me more econ ?

“Hand’s on” 
Dick............

.............is the latest “dastardly” 
approach. What a tosser.

Penny P

Take Your Chance 
Westcountry 
Wanderers!

Egloshayle boss Mitchell is 
attempting to end the most 
turmoil(ed) week in the clubs 
history by stating to cup rivals 

Westcountry Wanderers “You wont have a 
better chance to put the ‘Cup Kings’ out of the 
cup!”

Westcountry Wanderers are Parks bogey 
side. Park have not beaten them in the last 
3 attempts, they arguably scuppered their 
‘double’ attempts last season and carry a 1st 
leg advantage going into tomorrows 2nd leg 
AT the Cove.

“Recent events have had a serious effect on 
the squads form and its clearly known that our 
defence is totally stretched, we are currently 
scouring the market to plug the gap but it 
wont be in time for tomorrows match which 
we HAVE to win in order to progress” said 
Mitchell.
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Es’sex’ual Comeback
The League Supreme Cup - Last 16 - 1st Leg

Having been a staggering 6-3 down in the 
first leg of the cup Sexual Ealing produced 
a stunning display at Glenfield Road to 
eventually win 4-0 on the night therefore a 
staggering 7-6 on aggregate.

Roger Gidlof and Geert Alkema grabbed the 
all important 3rd and 4th goals in the last 10 
minutes after Krik Hammet got them off the 
mark in the 3rd minute. The most suprising 
goal of the night was scored in the 38th 
minute from the penalty spot with Ealings 
GOALKEEPER grabbing the sides 2nd.

Jared Hatwells Sexual Ealing will now play 
rival manager Matt Roses Hell Hounds in the 
quarter finals.

The Hell Hounds completed an admirable 
double over top of the table Trent. They 
increased a 3-2 away win with a 3-1 home 
win to progress in impressive fashion 6-3 on 
aggregate,

The Rising Deck completed the double over 
premiership newcomers Temple Town to 
advance to the quarters. Having lost both 
the league openers Deck, who were 1-0 up 
after the first leg, won 2-1 at Temple Town in 
the second leg thanks to goals from Godfrey 
Smithies and Andrew Mayne.

They will meet Egloshayle Park FC who 
managed to beat Westcountry Wanderers at 
The Cove 2-0 on the night having being 2-1 
down after the first leg. Diddy Hamilton scored 
his 2nd and 3rd of the season to put the 
holders through.

More Than A Cup Win

Park boss Mitchell was in jubilant mood 
and warned other Xpert11 bosses 

‘Dont underestimate us, this was more than a 
cup win against a Division One side’

“We have not beaten WW for over a season, 
they were our bogey side. We were 2-1 down 
and 2 defenders down. To progress in the 
cup we HAD to score at least twice in the tie 
and win. The 2-0 away win was just what we 
needed and to achieve it after the turmoil last 
week speaks volumes for the club. To keep 
this going in an incredibly difficult division, 
against what now is an abundance of tactically 
great managers, is difficult, but equally 
achievable. Our squad is as strong as ever” 
said Mitchell.

Ben Windsor grabbed both of Down Under 
And Outs goals as they also reversed a first 
leg deficit. Being 3-2 down at Wellington 
Wanderers, DUAO let their premiership 
experience count as they won 2-0 on the night 
and 4-3 on aggregate.

They will meet Red Machine in the quarter 
finals after Couchs men proved too strong 
for Fletchs Perrmen at The Cauldron. Bolam, 
Coutinho and Stamford all scored for the 
Machine as they won 3-0 on the night and 5-2 
on aggregate.

The Perry Men Cup-itulate

The Perry Men’s dismal cup form 
continued alongside their dismal 
League form. McFletch, surely close 

to being sacked, spoke after the game: 
‘We tried to attack as with their away goals 
from the first leg we couldn’t sit back for the 
draw. This left us short at the back and they 
exploited this at every opportunity. The only 
positive to take away from this is we can now 
concentrate on the League. Unfortunately the 
next game is against the Red Machine once 
again.’ As The Perry Men look at the fixtures 
ahead they must surely be wondering whether 
this is the season where they finally succumb 
to the drop.

The Cup Run Begins

As Red Machine FC cruised into the 
quarter final stage of the cup, manager 
Rob Couch could not help but have a 

wry smile on his face, as he listened to Park’s 
manager Craig Mitchell’s press release.

“I’m sure his tactical nous won the game 
for his team, and that it had nothing to do 
with the rumour that opposing manager of 
Westcountry Wanderers Paul Hewitt, failed to 
turn up for the game, and his side were left 
in limbo of what formation, tactics and line-up 
to use”

The Irish Raiders have now won 4 out of 4 
and are the only side to do this. They did the 
double over The Dark Destroyers in 2 closely 

“Our squad is as 
strong as ever”

“Im sure his tactical 
nous won the game”

Sexual Ealings number 7 Dave Grohl leaves Essex 
midfielders standing in Ealings amazing cup comeback
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fought games. Seymour Conden got the 
decider 7 minutes from time to win 1-0 on the 
night and 2-0 on aggregate.

They will meet Super Blues in the quarter 
finals. After drawing their first match at 
Portman Fortress it was their opponents FC 
Wazzy who would have been the favourites to 
go through but it wasnt to be. Pablo Caunago 
in the first half and Arnold Muhren in the 
second got the 2 goals needed to progress 
and the tie will throw 2 managers not afraid to 
speak their minds over the transfer scandal for 
a fiery quarter-final place.

First of many?

At last, the Blues get their first victory of 
the season. New signing Abe Roth was 

in the mix again playing in substitute Muhren 
t fire home after Counago had fired the Blues 
ahead with another quality free kick. The only 
down point was Counago having to go off after 
just 49 minutes just as he was starting to show 
the form of last season.

Wazzy would have been right to assume an 
easy game after the comfortable win at the 
start of the season but new signings Abe Roth 
and controversial defender Gary Burtenshaw 

look to be giving The Blues 
some strength where they 
needed it, up front and in defence.

After a very up and down week, TB said he 
was happy with the manager of the week 
award but that the first league win is now the 
main target for the moment.
‘The lads knew we’ve been under a lot of 
scrutiny in the press this past week and they 
played their hearts there for me today. I notice 
the Egloshayle did the same. We need to go 
on a run now to get up the league’.

The League Supreme Cup - Last 16 - 1st Leg

Last 16 Results

Essex Wanderers 6 - 3 (0 - 1) Sexual Ealing FC
Sexual Ealing FC 4 - 0 (2 - 0) Essex Wanderers
Wellington Wanderers 3 - 2 (1 - 0) Down Under And Out
Down Under And Out 2 - 0 (1 - 0) Wellington Wanderers
The Rising Deck 1 - 0 (1 - 0) Temple Town
Temple Town 1 - 2 (1 - 0) The Rising Deck
Down by the Trent 2 - 3 (2 - 2) Hell Hounds
Hell Hounds 3 - 1 (3 - 0) Down by the Trent
The Perry Men 2 - 2 (1 - 0) Red Machine FC
Red Machine FC 3 - 0 (2 - 0) The Perry Men
Super Blues 0 - 0 (0 - 0) FC Wazzy
FC Wazzy 0 - 2 (0 - 1) Super Blues
Egloshayle Park FC 1 - 2 (0 - 0) WestcountryWanderers
WestcountryWanderers 0 - 2 (0 - 1) Egloshayle Park FC
Irish Raiders 1 - 0 (0 - 0) The Dark Destroyers
The Dark Destroyers 0 - 1 (0 - 0) Irish Raiders

Quarter-Final Draw

22/11/2009 Hell Hounds - Sexual Ealing FC
29/11/2009 Sexual Ealing FC - Hell Hounds
22/11/2009 Red Machine FC - Down Under And Out
29/11/2009 Down Under And Out - Red Machine FC
22/11/2009 Irish Raiders - Super Blues
29/11/2009 Super Blues - Irish Raiders
22/11/2009 Egloshayle Park FC - The Rising Deck
29/11/2009 The Rising Deck - Egloshayle Park FC

Free Reader Giveaway - This week: ‘Cut out and keep keys’

Free cut out and keep keys.
Simply cut around this set of 
keys and slip inside your 
wallet.

You know the feeling, we have all done it. Gone out on 
the razz, cant handle the drink and before we know it, 
poof, your keys have vanished. It can be a very costly 
lesson having all of your locks refitted, well now you 
wont have to with this weeks free ‘cut out and keep’ reader give away.

If you have any ‘stitch-ups’ on managers then email me in confidence at craigmitch@btinternet.com
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LS Division One Stats

Week 2 Results
Irish Raiders 1 - 0 (1 - 0) The Dark Destroyers
The Rising Deck 0 - 1 (0 - 1) Down Under And Out
Egloshayle Park FC 2 - 0 (1 - 0) The Perry Men
Red Machine FC 2 - 1 (0 - 0) Temple Town

Xpert 11
Ben Windsor - Down Under And Out
Andy Blackmoor - Down Under And Out
Ka Ka - The Dark Destr...
Robert Houdin - The Rising Deck
Diddy Hamilton - Egloshayle Park FC
Geoffrey Finch - Red Machine FC
Daniel Kibble - Down Under And Out
Chesley Gellar - Down Under And Out
Neil Richards - Egloshayle Park FC
G Boardman - Down Under And Out
Olívio Bonilha (C) - Down Under And Out
   
Manager - Robcouch Red Machine FC 
           
Top Scorers
1 Diddy Hamilton MF Egloshayle Park FC 1
 Rowley McCafferty MF Temple Town 1
 Franklin Leaver MF Temple Town 1
 Kingsley Rickard F Egloshayle Park FC 1
 Gary Fortune MF Irish Raiders 1
 Marshall Bushell MF Irish Raiders 1
 Geoffrey Finch MF Red Machine FC 1
 Ben Windsor F Down Under And Out 1
 Dick Dastardly F The Dark Destroyers 1
 Wesley Sellers MF Irish Raiders 1
 Acácio Coutinho F Red Machine FC 1
 Ferdinand Tepper D Temple Town 1
 Neill Whyte D Red Machine FC 1

Week 3 Fixtures
The Rising Deck - Egloshayle Park FC
The Perry Men - Red Machine FC
Down Under And Out - The Dark Destroyers
Temple Town - Irish Raiders

One(s) To Watch:
Temple Town - Irish Raiders
At the start of the season this fixture would have realistically been a 
potential 6-pointer for premiership survival but on the opening 2 games 
evidence neither side look out of place. Town have already beaten last 
seasons runners-up and narrowly lost to the Champions. They face a 
Raiders side who have won 4 out of 4. Something has to give.
LS Prediction: Town, with home advantage, to get a draw

League Table
Team Pld W D L Diff Pts
Irish Raiders 2 2 0 0 2 6
Down Under And Out 2 1 1 0 1 4
Temple Town 2 1 0 1 1 3
Red Machine FC 2 1 0 1 0 3
Egloshayle Park FC 2 1 0 1 0 3
The Dark Destroyers 2 1 0 1 0 3
The Perry Men 2 0 1 1 -2 1
The Rising Deck 2 0 0 2 -2 0

Week 2 Results
Down by the Trent 2 - 1 (1 - 0) Hell Hounds
Essex Wanderers 5 - 0 (4 - 0) FC Wazzy
WestcountryWanderers 1 - 0 (0 - 0) Super Blues
Wellington Wanderers 2 - 2 (1 - 0) Sexual Ealing FC

Xpert 11
Jasper Tete - Essex Wanderers
J Hitman Heywood - WestcountryWand...
Terrence Crooks - FC Wazzy
Z Barkworth - Down by the Trent
Harold Sully - Essex Wanderers
Brent Manger - Essex Wanderers
Stan Sharrock - WestcountryWand...
Agron Behari - Hell Hounds
Marvin Acreman - WestcountryWand...
Mikey Grainger (C) - Down by the Trent
Arnie Mellor - Down by the Trent
   
Manager - MagrRose Hell Hounds 
                
 Top Scorers
1 Jasper Tete F Essex Wanderers 2
 Harold Sully MF Essex Wanderers 2
 Derrick Sawyer F Down by the Trent 2

Week 3 Fixtures
Sexual Ealing FC - Down by the Trent
Essex Wanderers - WestcountryWanderers
Super Blues - Wellington Wanderers
FC Wazzy - Hell Hounds

One To Watch:
Essex Wanderers - Westcountry Wanderers
Essex Wanderers stunned FC Wazzy 5-0 last week and although they 
lost out in the cup last Sunday they will be looking to retain form in the 
league. Westcountry suffered their first defeat of the season on Sunday 
and question marks remain over their managers commitment. Who will 
win is anyone guess.
LS Prediction: Essex to beat their Wandering rivals.

League Table
Team Pld W D L Diff Pts
Down by the Trent 2 2 0 0 3 6
WestcountryWanderers 2 2 0 0 2 6
Essex Wanderers 2 1 0 1 3 3
Hell Hounds 2 1 0 1 1 3
FC Wazzy 2 1 0 1 -2 3
Sexual Ealing FC 2 0 1 1 -1 1
Wellington Wanderers 2 0 1 1 -2 1
Super Blues 2 0 0 2 -4 0

LS Premiership Stats


